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Vi Khi Nao & Sun Yung Shin

Six Tones of Water

An experimental, collaborative poetry manuscript co-written in
real-time in one document. Language’s opacities and transparencies
and un-translatabilities create a sort of stickiness, in the throat, the
mind, the body, the text; mutual understanding is attained through
asymmetries, gaps, noise, silence, lacunae, and also wonder, sounds,
tones, violence, forgetting, memory, and beauty.

PRAISE:

“This coming together of poets in conversation shifts like tectonic
plates: pushing language up into mountain-like peaks and creating
vast rifts to be filled with the reader’s own waters.”

– Rajiv Mohabir

"In this exhilarating book, two masters of their craft, take complete control of three languages and turn
them inside out and weave them into a tapestry depicting the beauty, the limitation & the absurdity of
each and all of them and in doing so, it is as if they've invented a new language altogether."

– Chiwan Choi
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